
In Britain, the Land’s End to John O’ 
Groats, or “LeJog”, cycle route occupies a 
special place in the imagination of people 
who like to travel. The roughly 900-mile-
long trip from the Southwestern tip of 
England to the Northeastern terminus of 
Scotland has been tackled for over 100 
years with all manner of conveyance.

Walkers and runners (both clothed 
and naked), horse riders, hitchhikers, 
skateboarders and even friends of pub-
lic transport are among those seen year 
round along it’s storied path. In 2005, 
one man even golfed the entire way. But 
since its happy invention, the most popu-
lar choice for conquering this unforgiving 

yet gratifying stretch of road has been the 
bicycle.

The path from Cornwall to Caithness 
gets tackled both alone and in groups, 
often for charity, sometimes just out of 
curiosity, or occasionally as part of a re-
cord-breaking attempt. A typical spring 
morning, for example, sees scores of cy-
clists setting off from the South on a jour-
ney that many others can be seen com-
pleting at the far end of the island later 
that same day.

Perhaps no other country in the world 
can boast of a similar phenomenon, one 
where countless citizens and visitors are 
inspired to traverse the length of a coun-
try under their own steam. It is this singu-
lar compulsion that has inspired Brooks 
to select LeJog as the first journey to be 
profiled on our new cycle travel website, 
www.enjoyeverymile.com.

The Enjoy Every Mile website is being 

created to raise interest in cycle touring 
and provide a modern resource with 
which touring enthusiasts can share mu-
tually useful information about all aspects 
of long distance cycling.

Initial focus of the website will be 
“Land’s End to John O’Groats”, the 
unique and very British journey that con-
tinues to captivate cyclists.  

We aspire to expand the site to feature 
other routes worldwide, providing mobile 
versions to assist those in transit. 

The site is to comprise stories gath-
ered and information filtered by the 
team here at Brooks, much of it provided 
by touring riders sharing the benefit of 
their personal experience. We will cover 
routes, equipment, people, and prepara-
tion, as well as stories, photos and videos 
from the road.

Enjoy Every Mile will work as a facil-
ity for sharing information and forming 

connections between people of similar 
interests, helping to highlight and enable 
common participation in cycle travel.

The Brooks Works at Smethwick is well-
known as a port of call with people whose 
passions revolve around the human-pow-
ered and two-wheeled. Barely a week 
passes without a writer or photographer 
or documentary filmmaker rolling by to 
absorb the sights and sounds of this icon 
of British manufacturing and design.

And so it was that designers and tutors 
André Klauser and Ben Wilson took a 
group of their students from the Royal 
College of Art to visit us at the factory in 
Smethwick last year. This group of bright 
young things were given a crash course in 
all things Brooks and  introduced to our 
various methods of manufacturing. Thus 
armed, they were challenged to create a 
completely new product bearing our name, 
under the premise ‘What would John 
Boultbee invent, if he were alive today?’.   
Details on pages 16-17.

A two year design 
collaboration with the 
Royal College of Art.
Birmingham, England

Enjoy EvEry milE coming soon 
A new Cycle Touring 
resource from Brooks.
Birmingham, England

BrooKs & rca ProjEcT

a rivETing rEad
Another great year at Brooks has 
gone by as we slowly approach our 
150th anniversary, excited about the 
future. The 5th issue of the Bugle goes 
to print with a selection of interesting 
news and entertaining stories. But 
new things are always happening, so 
we take this opportunity to invite you 
to also visit the Brooks Blog or our 
Facebook page every now and then.

As custodians of the Brooks Leg-
end, we shoulder the burden to pre-
serve and continue the work of our 
predecessors, whilst heeding the am-
bition to develop the Brooks line for 
today’s cyclist. During the last dec-
ade our leather saddle manufacturing 
prospered once again and along with 
it we resumed cycle bag production. 
Recent offerings have included a mix 
of new products as well as designs of 
the past.

Some of our newest efforts will 
emerge from our 2-year collaboration 
with students of the Product Design 
Department of London’s Royal Col-
lege of Art. These include the first 
range of bags to be manufactured at the 
Brooks Works in Smethwick using the 
same machines that mould our leather  
saddles.

During 2013 the craftsmen at our 
factory will also be challenged with 
the assembly of a new range of sad-
dles, but we will talk more of this evo-
lution in the next issue.

We open this Bugle with the Cul-
ture section, featuring an article on a 
young artist’s installation that brought 
Brooks Saddles to the Tate Britain. 
Moving on to the Events pages, we 
publish a large feature on L’Eroica and 
other vintage bicycle rides we will be 
supporting in 2013. In Travel we have 
stories from the hardiest of journeys 
through far-flung lands. We also start 
exploring the quintessentially British 
classic, Land’s End to John O’Groats, 
a cycling route which will become a 
big theme for us in the years to come.

In the second half of the magazine 
we display a range of fine bicycles 
and some new Brooks Products that 
will be released in the upcoming year. 
With so much in store, we could com-
fortably fill far more than a double 
page, but we hope this will spark your 
curiosity to keep an eye on the Blog.   
Enjoy the Ride!

ThE BrooKs TEam

THE BEST FOR RIDINGTTTTHHHHEEEE BBBBEEEEESSSSTTTT FFFFOOOORRRR RRRRIIIIDDDDDIIIIINNNNGGGG

“ This unique 
and very British 
journey has 
captivated 
travellers for over 
100 years”

BrEgan KoEnigsEKEr & garETh lEnnon 
www.enjoyeverymile.com
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NOT MANY MILES TO GO - Andrew & Adam catch their first glimpse of the Orkeney Islands.

HANGING  - Prototype of one of our RCA collaborators’ designs for a new Brooks piece.
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I admit I was nervous when we boarded 
a train in London bound for Birmingham 
for my visit to Brooks Works in Smeth-
wick. Firstly, everything I knew about Bir-
mingham came from watching Black Sab-
bath interviews. Secondly, I’d watched a 
documentary about the Brooks Factory, 
and I’d seen what Eric Murray can do 
with a chamfering knife.  Thirdly, I am 
a lazy blogger with soft hands, and I was 
self-conscious about the idea of walking 

around while people did actual work.
As it turns out, all of my concerns 

were unfounded.  Not only did every-
body at Brooks tolerate my goldbricking, 
but they were gracious hosts with obvi-
ous pride in their work  –  a pride that 
is warranted, as anybody who owns a 
Brooks Saddle knows.  Best of all, instead 
of chamfering me, Eric honored me by 
chamfering me my very own saddle, and I 
watched in amazement as he quickly and 
deftly transformed it from various bits of 
leather and metal into one of my most 
prized cycling possessions.

Thank you very much for having me, 
keep up the great work, and next time 
maybe I’ll try the Bovril.  

BiKEsnoBnyc aT ThE 
BrooKs WorKs
It’s not every day a 
New Yorker visits the 
heady, bright lights of 
Smethwick.
smEThWicK, UK

WildcaT rocK machinE 
www.bikesnobnyc.blogspot.com
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BIG ART SHOW - Massive Mockups of our iconic Leather Saddles feature prominently in “Mindless, Mindless”.

SNOBBISH - Irresistible Force Met Immoveable Object at the Smethwick Works .

We wish to thank all contributors and photographers. If you 
have an interesting story to tell, and wish to contribute to a 
future issue of The Bugle, please contact us either through 
our website or send your submission  or questions directly to 
thebugle@brooksengland.com



DASHING, GUV’NOR! - Rivendell’s Grant Petersen, at our first Dashing Bicycle Show in San Francisco last December.
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mindlEss, 
mindlEss 
By
BriTish arTisT 
Flood-PaddocK 
aT TaTE BriTain

We have looked before at various ways in 
which Brooks Saddles have acted both 
as frame and muse to an artist’s creative 
processes. This rich history is evident as 
far back as the bucolic idylls of Frank 
Patterson, and more recently in the stun-
ning designs which Kara Ginther cuts 
into the leather of Swallows and B17s. 
Jess Flood-Paddock’s new show Mindless, 
Mindless at Tate Britain provides us with 
the latest example.

Previously, the English sculptor has 
exhibited outsized hats, outsized shellfish, 
and outsized balls of wool as a means of 
playing with the viewer’s perspective to 
ultimately try delivering a comment on 
how human notions of value manifest 
themselves or mutate when they are 
pushed up close against Consumer Cul-
ture.

In Mindless, Mindless, she has arranged 
various coloured pieces on the floor which 
suggest scaled up leather bike saddles. 
Overhead, meanwhile, several genuine 
Brooks Saddles attached to seat posts are 
hanging from wires which span the room.

This is designed to evoke the common 
criminal underworld practice of marking 
gang territory by means of slinging a pair 
of trainers over neighbourhood telephone 
or electrical cables.

Ms. Flood-Paddock isn’t attempting 
thereby to bring the Brooks name into 
disrepute, rather she is highlighting the 
fact (one which we have also dealt with  
before) that leather cycling saddles, spe-
cifically Brooks, can be a popular target 
for theft given their coveted status among 
even casual cyclists.

Obviously, one of the salient points 
that Ms. Flood-Paddock raises for a view-
er who ponders the problem is that a thief 
working locally can of course steal “back” 
the same saddle several times from its dif-
ferent “owners”.

A sustainable business model for 
sure, but hardly a commendable one, the 
“used” saddle trade flourishes in the art-
ist’s hometown of London. She hammers 
the point home with a series of projected 
photos on the room’s wall which show 
parked, locked bicycles devoid of their 
seatposts and saddles.

We feel certain that there’s a moral in 
there somewhere.

Tate Britain provides ample space for British 
artist to indulge her passion for enlargement  
- this time using Brooks Saddles.
london, UK

garETh lEnnon 
www.brooksengland.com

ThE WriTing oF ‘jUsT ridE’

I was at work in the Summer of 2008 
when I got paged.
“Grant, line one.”
I picked up. “This is Grant…”
“Hi Grant, my name is David Schiller. I’m 
an editor at Workman Publishing, and 
we’d like you to write a book.”
I was such a jerk: 
“I’ve already written two.” (It was in the 
‘80s). I can’t believe I said that, it’s not 
how I am, but I’d never heard of Work-
man. Books for the working trades? 
D: “How are they doing?”
Dang, why’d he ask that?
Me: “Both are out of print.”
D: “So do you want to write another?
M: I continued to be a jerk. “How many 

words, what on, and how long do I have? 
I already have a full-time job.” 
D: “I know that. Fifty thousand. A year? 
Write your thoughts on bikes and riding. 
I’ve read your catalogues and your web-
site. That’s what we want.”
M: “I can do that. Thank you.”

I turned in fifty-five thousand words a 
year later, and a week later got an email: 
“There’s a good book in here some-
where.” A nice way of saying I turned in 
a mess.

“Write more, take another six months, 
don’t worry about the word count. Cover 
more topics.”

In six months I turned in 89,000 
words on 220 topics, and this time I was 
first with the dismissal:

“This is Grant Petersen’s big boring 
book about bike stuff.” It wasn’t reverse 
psychology, it was really that. I didn’t ex-
pect David to say, “Nobody here likes it, 
either,” but he did. I was relieved, because 
I didn’t want my name on that book. 
Then I said, “OK, let me write only about 

stuff I care about and have something 
different to contribute to the discussion. 
There’s plenty of that.” David said OK, 
but handed me off to another editor, a 
woman named Mary Ellen, and in my 
sexist fears I was sure she’d soften the 
book so it didn’t rub anybody the wrong 
way, so it would have the maximum audi-
ence. I have a section titled, “Bicycle rid-
ing is lousy all-around exercise,” another 
titled, “How to make your family hate 
riding,” and in another I advocate check-
ing your blood glucose daily, even if you 
aren’t diabetic. I was sure they’d all get 
Mary Ellen’s axe. Mary Ellen, it turned 
out, was no softie.

Seven months later I turned in about 
35,000 words, which editing pared to 
34,000. It’s not bad. Could be worse. Rac-
ers won’t like it, but it’s not for them. It’s 
for everybody else.

Frame Design legend 
speaks to Dashing Bike 
assemblage.
WalnUT crEEK, Us

granT PETErsEn 
www.rivbike.com
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The rutted, creamy-white Strade Bianche 
isn’t for your lily-livered weekend rouleur. 
If you are one of those poncey sorts who 
tootles an expensive carbon fibre bicycle 
around the park perimeter of a Sunday, 
all box-fresh Oakleys and winter bootees, 
this probably isn’t the ride (or the surface) 
for you.

If you are made of sterner stuff, appre-
ciate the feel of Merino wool and you hap-
pen to own a nice looking, bomb-proof, 
pre-1987 steel-framed machine, the fab-
ulous, white-knuckle, white-topped ran-
donneur that is L’Eroica might be what 
you and your bike have been waiting for.

GQ.com rode the white heated, Tusca-
ny trails as part of an invitational Brooks 
Team, the veritable, UK-based, Ital-
ian-owned saddlery being a major spon-
sor of the event since 2004. Brooks and 
L’Eroica are both champions of old school 
cycling romance, valuing style, aesthetics 
and elegant craftsmanship over pointless 
weight-shaving. It was rather lovely to see 
that pretty much every Italian bicycle, 
whether from Rome, Milan, Florence or 

Turin, had a classic Birmingham-crafted, 
leather Brooks Saddle - Swift or Swallow 
models mainly - atop its seat post.

L’Eroica has garnered a reputation 
as one of the greatest amateur cycling 
events for many reasons. First, it’s in ir-
refutably beautiful Chianti, Tuscany (the 
start town, Gaiole, had previously been 
voted number one in Forbes magazine’s 
most idyllic places to live in Europe sur-
vey) so it’s easier on the eye than, say, 
the Dunwich Dynamo. It’s also properly 
tough.

What is the much-feared Chiant-
ishire Strade Bianche actually like? Pit-
ted, dusty, prone to potholes and gulleys, 
never boring or predictable, steep and 
unforgiving, hard work but utterly thrill-
ing, marginally less dangerous in the rain 
when it turns into soupy wash, more a 
cyclo-cross ride than roadie sportive. You 
either thrive on it or get chucked off by it  
–  even if you stay in your saddle, it might 
loosen a few of your fillings.

Another part of this Gran Fondo 
challenge is that you are not on state-of-
the-art gear. Why? Because the intention 
of L’Eroica is to raise awareness for the 
maintenance of the traditional white, 
countryside roads and stop them from 
being asphalted over. So, the rules of the 
ride are intended to be strictly old school, 
also. If you feel the need, it is perfectly 
OK to, say, add a handlebar-mounted 
configuration for the wind drying of sau-
sages or, as one chap decided to, have a 
live owl sit on one’s crossbar.

All 5000 riders are encouraged to dress 
in classic wool jerseys, wooly shorts, gog-
gles and leather shoes. If you don’t own 

your own kit prior to the ride there’s a 
vast bicycle market in town selling a huge 
array of vintage clobber. To hark back to 
the glory days of Coppi, food stops are 
buffets of fruit cake, stews, and wine. All 
these details conspire to make L’Eroica 
the best catered and the most handsome 
ride in the world.

It was hardest on the long winding, 
white road climbs around Volpaia. Out of 
principle and bloody mindedness I simply 
wouldn’t give in to walking and slowed 
down to a pedaled crawl. By now I was 
operating on just one brake, my rear tu-
bular “tub” was starting to come unglued 
and the rim was getting more pretzelled 
by the yard. 

Then, just as the hill got to 25 per cent 
and the veteran Italian Francesco Moser 
whizzed by and ex Arsenal player Lee 
Dixon got a flat alongside me, my chain 
snapped. Cursing, I dismounted and start-
ed to trudge with the rest of the field but 
soon got picked up by a friendly chap in 
a vintage Fiat 600 who took me to a feed 
stop where a mechanic was stationed.

Battered but happy, I had a few piec-
es of fruit tart washed down with several 
glasses of Montalcino wine as my chain 
was reattached. Not sure if that was on 
the dietary sheet for David Millar during 
the same stage in the Giro d’Italia back in 
2010, but it felt just right for the last leg 
of L’Eroica in 2012. 

Team “Birmingham 
1866” crunches once 
again over the Strade 
Bianche. GQ’s Simon 
Mills came along for 
the ride.
gaiolE in chianTi, iTaly

l’Eroica 2012

04 Events

simon mills 
www.gq.com

PENDLE VINTAGE VELO
31 MARCH - LANCASHIRE UK

www.pendlewitchesvintagevelo.co.uk

RETRO RONDE
25-26 MAY - OUDENAARDE, BELGIUM 

ANJOU VÉLO VINTAGE
22-23 JUNE - LOIRE REGION, FRANCE 

www.anjou-velo-vintage.com

L’EROIcA
5-6 OCTOBER - GAIOLE IN CHIANTI, ITALY 

www.eroica.it

ThE 2013 vinTagE
cycling calEndar

The Italian l’Eroica event has spawned a 
host of worthy replications based on the 
successful formula of their progenitor - a 
unique marriage of vintage cycling gear, 
authentic local flavour, and travel-wor-
thy cycling destinations. Two in particu-
lar have caught our eye which we would 
like to further recommend to those look-
ing for a special weekend away.

First is the Retro Ronde in Oude-
naarde, Belgium, home of the Center 
for the Tour of Flanders and truly the 
historical and modern heart and soul of 
the Flemish, and thus worldwide, racing 
scene.  Here one can test themselves 
over the famous cobbles of the steep and 
nearly-impossible Koppenberg, or simply  
enjoy the many miles of smooth roads and  
bucolic Flemish countryside, with the 

occasional stop for excellent refreshment 
provided by charming event organizers.  
Less than a four-hour drive from Lon-
don, the Retro Ronde is really too good 
to miss.

The second event is the Anjou Vélo 
Vintage, which also features a L’Eroi-
ca-style sportiv, the “Retro 1903”, which 
once again draws together thousands of 
those whose hearts warm to see the wool 
jerseys and steel frames of yesteryear.  
Held in the Loire Valley, the course takes 
in the famous winemaking region, even 
stopping to visit some of the chalk cellars 
for which wine storage has been famous.  

Both events include a wide variety of 
side activities, such as markets and festi-
vals, are attended by thousands, and truly 
offer a unique glimpse into some of the 
most wonderful destinations any cyclist 
could hope to find themself.

Wool jersey pelotons 
continue to multiply.
london, UK

BrEgan KoEnigsEKEr 
www.brooksengland.com

VINTAGE EVENTS 2013

SCENIC ROUTE - Cyclists make their way through the Cypress trees at L’Eroica 2012.



It will be no news to many Brooks riders 
that 2013 will see the latest instalment 
of the London-Edinburgh-London Aud-
ax (or Randonnée to those outside the 
UK). 

Run by Audax UK once every four 
years, at 1400km, it sits in the top end 
of long distance events, 200km further 
than Paris-Brest-Paris, but with a longer 
time limit. 750 riders will start from 
London on 28 July, set to return on  
2 August, an average of 280km a day. 
Oh and there’s the 11,000m of climbing. 

The quickest riders will start to roll 
back around the 65hr mark,  a mean feat 
which requires more or less no sleep. 
Those who fancy a bit of bedding down 
might aim to do it in around 100hrs.  
Either way, this is pretty stern stuff.

The route will head out through the 
east of England, crossing the Humber 
Bridge to take in Yorkshire and Cum-
bria before crossing into Scotland for 
a bit of a loop around and back down. 
Traditional methods of navigation are 
little more than a route sheet, a cycle 

computer and maybe a compass, how-
ever concessions to modernity such as 
a GPS or an iPhone can make the right 
direction a little easier to find.

Britain’s delightfully unpredictable 
maritime climate will no doubt provide 
further challenge, most cyclists carrying 
everything they need to survive on the 
bike or shoehorned into the back of a 
jersey. Control points are set up to ease 
the journey at intervals of 80km along 
the route, here riders can take advan-
tage of showers, beds and hot meals, as 
much as the time limit allows anyway!

Riders come from all over the globe 
to take part in this iconic randonnée, 
on all manner of bicycles, including 
tricycles, recumbents, Moultons and 
tandems. 

Unlike the Paris-Brest-Paris you are 
not required to take part in any quali-
fying events prior to the ride, although 
it might not be a bad idea to get a few 
300’s in the legs!

We at Brooks doff our caps and wish 
the very best of luck to all those who 
are fool and hardy enough to take part 
this year. By all means, feel free to send 
us some photos and memories at brook-
sengland.com.
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nahBs & BEsPoKEd BrisTol
Two annual bike shows have stood out for 
us over the past few years on either side 
of the Atlantic, and neither seems to be 
diminishing in popularity with cycling en-
thusiasts. In contrast to the Industry behe-
moths, Interbike and Eurobike, it’s a pair 
of somewhat more intimate events, the 
North American Handmade Bicycle Show 
along with Bespoked Bristol, that tend 
nowadays to have many at Brooks vying 
with each other to be picked for the trip.

With the number of exhibitors last 
year increasing nearly eightfold upon its 
first gathering of 23 designers and build-
ers in 2005, the NAHBS is no longer 
quite viewed as a “boutique” show, yet 
the founding ethos has still been palpable 
in its bigger, more recent instalments.

From the beginning, the NAHBS 
was planned primarily as a showcase for 
a small number of creative individuals 
whose métier was the hand-built bicycle 
frame. Retaining this emphasis on the 
independent, the NAHBS nowadays also 
manages the neat trick of blending in 
some bigger names who assist in supply-
ing the finishing touches to these works 
of art, whether it be with hubs, gearing 
and braking componentry... or even a 
saddle. 

In this regard, the NAHBS is always a 
fine showcase for Brooks, and it’s difficult 
to walk five yards in any direction with-
out happening upon one of our Special 
Editions typically bolted to the seatpost 
of a fabulously constructed two-wheeled 
flight of fancy.

The show has been held annually 
at various locations across the United 
States, with venues in San Jose and Texas 
hosting a couple of times each, and Port-
land, Richmond and Indianapolis doing 
the honours on individual occasions. 
NAHBS 2012 event took place in Sac-

ramento and this year it will make its first 
trip to Denver.

Every NAHBS has had a superb ros-
ter of Workshops, Seminars and Talks; 
whether it’s a closer look at the intrica-
cies of fillet brazing, or a general study on 
future directions for the hand-built bicy-
cle, the speakers are drawn from a widely 
respected circle of experts which includes 
contemporary legends of the hand-built 
frame game such as Brian Baylis, Henry 
Folson, Richard Sachs and Craig Cal-
fee (Sachs and Calfee also happen to be 
among the small number of people who 
have exhibited their work at each of the 
nine instalments of the show).

But closer to home for us, relatively 
speaking, is a more recent addition to 
the global roster of smaller independent 
shows, Bespoked Bristol.

Bespoked has gradually come to be 
regarded as a polite European reply to 
the NAHBS, and veterans of the earlier 
days of the American show have certainly 
been put in mind of its singular flair at the 
superb location of Brunel’s Old Station, 
former terminus site of the Great Western 
Railway.

The crowd of savvy enthusiasts show-
ing up to Bespoked since its first outing in 
2011 is one of the many good indicators 
that it is well on the road to emulating 
its transatlantic counterpart. Another of 
course, is the list of builders and designers 
taking space in the halls. Condor, Dario 
Pegoretti, Brian Rourke, Demon and 
Paulus Quiros Design are just a few of the 
luminaries who have shown at Bespoked.

Close to 90 exhibitors have taken to 
the bright, airy and congenial surround-
ings of the Old Station, where thousands 
pass through its doors to drool and ask 
questions over the course of a Bespoked 
weekend.

As well as showing frames and compo-
nentry built chiefly in England (but else-
where, too), Bespoked also finds room for 
a handful of bicycle clothing labels, and 

a couple of booths have been occupied 
by representatives from such august pub-
lications as Boneshaker Magazine and 
Rouleur.

It was at any rate well worth the trip 
down from Derby in 2012 for venerable 
British icon of the steel frame, Mercian, 
who were among winners for a host of dif-
ferent categories.

Mercian took “Best Utility Bicycle”, 
one of the awards sponsored by Brooks. 

The Bristolian local hero Robin Ma-
ther took the overall “Best In Show” prize 
the same year. And to quell any whisper-
ings of a hometown decision it should 
be noted that Robin was the only Brit to 
have his work mentioned in the recently 
published and universally well reviewed 
Custom Bicycles – A Passionate Pursuit, 
which featured machines almost exclu-
sively designed and built in the United 
States.

Bespoked also oversees a well-put-to-
gether schedule of public Q&A sessions, 
which enable curious guests to learn 
more about everything from basic build-
ing techniques to the business of selling 
what they have built. Add to this their 
perennial crowd-pleaser, the Roller Sprint 
racing event, and it’s not hard to see why 
any cycling fans within riding distance of 
the West Country have Bespoked’s dates 
highlighted in their diaries.

nahBs
22-24 February 2013, Denver, US
http://2013.handmadebicycleshow.com

Bespoked Bristol
12-14 April 2013, Bristol, UK
www.bespokedbristol.co.uk

Ready, set, braze!
london, UK

london
EdinBUrgh
london no.7
The return of the epic 
Audax Capital to 
Capital and back.
london, UK

“ ...add a handlebar-mounted 
configuration for the wind drying 
of sausages or have a live owl sit on 
one’s crossbar.”
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jim holland 
www.brooksengland.com

garETh lEnnon 
www.brooksengland.com

BESPOKED BRISTOL 2012 - Would you like that lugged or filleted sir? 



“You’ve put on some timber!”
Mike Tobin’s words struck a chord. 

What better way to motivate one-self 
into shedding a few pounds. Mike is one 
of them annoying, good-looking, tall, 
svelte riders, but always with great bike 
banter, and a fine collection of machines 
and anecdotes.

So there and then, at one of my com-
pany’s corporate events I hatched the 
plan to ride Land’s End to John O’Groats 
to raise money for a charity, whom I 
had recently sat through a presentation  
given by a surgeon, and founder member,  
Operation Smile.

So why LeJog? In all honesty, at that 
stage, I didn’t think I had it in me. De-
spite being a keen cyclist, and used to 30-
40 mile rides on my Chas Roberts Trasn-
continental, the thought of 1,030 fully 

laden miles was going to be a stretch.
I knew my company, Johnson and 

Johnson, would keenly support me on the 
event, so I chose a colleague, Adam Fer-
guson to join me.

Adam was a complete novice and, 
at that time, didn’t even own a bike. 
He bought a cheap Cannondale and set 
about joining me on one of my regular 15 
mile hilly Pennine circuits.

Eight miles in, and with Adam a shade 
of puce I had never seen before, I encour-
aged him onwards, but on next glance he 
was nowhere to be seen. I could hear in 
the distance however someone throw-
ing up.

Never a quitter Adam came round the 
bend, up the hill and with a proud smile 
on his face stopped, failed to get his foot 
out of his cleated pedals, and went down.

“Right mate” he said. “Is it easier to 
carry on or go back the same way?”

“Go back” I replied, and with that he 
rotated his bike 180 degrees and set back.

So his 15 mile journey had quickly 
gained a mile, and the training was com-
ing along just fine.

The following week Adam took deliv-
ery of a new Condor bike and was well 
and truly hooked. Within a fortnight he 

was out every night and 3 weeks in was 
looking over his shoulder at me shouting 
those encouraging words “come on you 
fat bastard.”

At this time we decided, having en-
trusted our saddles to Brooks, to also opt 

for their new luggage range, as we had al-
ready visualised the need to carry plenty 
of provisions.

We took delivery of Cornwall handle-
bar bags, and the Land’s End and John 
O’Groats pannier bags, and incorporated 
them into our training, gradually increas-
ing their contents, a superb training aid.

So on the 13th of August we set off, 
full of bravado, and the hangover that 

only 6 pints of Cornish ale affords you.
Within 15 miles we had had two off’s, 

bruised egos and cut knees but bikes were 
still intact and luggage in good shape. The 
BMW first aid kit, housed in my Corn-
wall handlebar bag came to good use. It’s 
first, and luckily only, appearance.

Bodmin saw our first ‘bed’ down. I 
remember waking and thinking what a 
whole world of pain I was in. “No prob-
lem, just take it easy for the first half an 
hour”. “On the A30, are you quite mad?” 
But we low-geared and just dug in.

In all honesty the pain doesn’t get any 
worse after day one, it’s simply constant. 
Only another 11 days of burning calves and 
pained arm joints with pins and needles.

The A30 is brutal. For me the worst 
two days. Constant hills and relatively 
fast traffic. Better to get out of the way 
early doors however.

We chose 12 days in which to com-
plete our tour. We wanted a scenic route, 
the chance to take in our surroundings 
and we had commitments to a film crew 
and team of photographers.

We also had a lot of baggage in tow. 
The Land’s End and John O’Groats pan-
niers were put to great use, and did us 
proud. JOGLE riders, coming in the op-

posite direction, often enquired as to our 
luggage. It looked beautiful on the tour-
ing bikes and was hugely functional.

Various colleagues at Johnson & 
Johnson take on cycling challenges for 
charity, all with one common complaint 
post ride - ‘Sprained taint’. None of them 
are Brooks riders. My 8 year old B17 pro-
vided me no discomfort whatsoever, how-
ever. I wore no padding. Even Adam’s, at 
only maybe 8 months old, saw him with 
zero discomfort too. For us both, the best 
investment you can make in cycling.

In total we raised around £7,500 for 
our charities.

I cannot recommend this challenge 
enough to those that want to organize a 
corporate fundraising event as colleagues 
or customers can take on the whole tour 
or single stages.

Our team, of which I include Brooks 
England, made me immensely proud.

Two young men from 
Manchester tackle 
LEJOG for charity, 
Operation Smile.
manchEsTEr, UK

riding across grEaT BriTain

“ In all honesty the 
pain doesn’t get 
any worse after 
day one, it’s simply 
constant.”

andrEW hUnTEr 
www.enjoyeverymile.com
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LEJOG - Day 7. Eating Sardines in the Howgills.
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The plan was to have no plan. No des-
tination. No agenda. No timeline. With 
these thoughts as guidelines my wife 
Lisa and I set out on an epic two-and-
a-half year cycle trip that would take 
us through four continents, twenty one 
countries and close to thirty thousand 
miles of riding. We had saved our money 
for years, sold the majority of our posses-

sions and bought one-way airline tickets 
to Europe. We had never even ridden 
loaded touring bikes before we landed in 
Portugal.

Falling into a rhythm with this style 
of travel took some time. At first, we 
were constantly concerned with where 
we planned to stay that night, what road 
we would take, where we would eat and 
what we would do if we broke down. 
Over time we relaxed into the day to 
day routine of cycle touring, gradually 
letting go of all of our plans. This is when 
the real magic of this trip began to take 
place. We learned that local people are 
very curious when two fully loaded bicy-
cles appear in their town and also that 
touring bikes are an amazing conversa-
tion starter, even if no English is spoken. 

Two questions were always asked.  The 
first is, “Where did you come from?” 
which is quickly followed by “Where are 
you going?” to this we always countered 
with, “We don’t know. If you were riding 
a bike here, where would you go?”

Time and time again we took local 
advice and started down roads which 
we only had a vague idea of where they 
would lead us. Sometimes this backfired, 
leaving us lost at the end of a road with 
night falling and no place to sleep. How-
ever, by far the vast majority of these 
roads led us to places most travellers 
never see: forgotten ruined castles in 
Bavaria, tiny stone villages high in the 
Catalonian Pyrenees where the drinking 
water flowed from the town fountain, 
crossing the Rocky Mountains in Mon-

tana via a country road, campfires under 
more stars than imaginable in the Aus-

tralian Outback, hiring a Mayan guide to 
ferry us miles upriver in a dugout canoe 
to cross the Guatemalan border, picking 

blueberries in Newfoundland until our 
fingers were stained purple, and finally 
listening to Howler monkeys roar in the 
trees above our tent in the jungles of 
southern Mexico to name just a few.

Besides the places and amazingly gen-
erous people we met as a result of throw-
ing the itinerary out the window, maybe 
the greatest benefit of all was the abso-
lute freedom gained when you simply do 
not have to be someplace at a certain 
time. For months. Just you, a road, a bi-
cycle, everything you need neatly packed 
away, a sense of adventure and someone 
to share it with.

Ryan Secrest and 
companion experience 
2½ years of the 
vagabond life.
ThE saddlE, somEWhErE in norTh amErica

30 monThs aroUnd ThE World

FoUr cornErs in FoUr yEars

In July 2010 I decided that office life was 
not for me and so I set off from Salisbury 
on my old bicycle with a tent and a plan 
to ride 40,000 miles for 4 years across Eu-
rope, Asia and Africa. My aim is to cycle 
back to Salisbury via the Arctic Circle, 
Singapore and Cape Town - a vague and 
winding route but one that gives me 
plenty of opportunity to meet interesting 
new people, visit interesting new places 
and to challenge myself. 

Since then I have passed through 
36 countries, cycled over 22,000 miles, 
hiked 1,000 miles and horse-trekked 
600 miles. I’ve met and seen countless 
new places and people... and I’m only 

half way! There have been easy times 
(leisurely summer rides alongside peace-
ful Dutch canals), tough times (5,500m 
high mountain passes in the sub-zero 
Tibetan winter) and odd times (a plum 
eating competition with knife-wielding 
Romanian gypsies) but at no point have 
I found myself regretting the decision I 
made to undertake this journey. Every 
day is different and exciting. Whether 
I unzip my tent to a stunning vista of 
snow-dusted mountains with no humans 
for miles around, or to a curious crowd 
of smiling Indian villagers, each morning 
brings a new adventure.  

I have slept in embassies, temples and 
mud huts; eaten donkey, dates and dog; 
cycled through snow storms, sandstorms 
and scorching sun; been chased by dogs, 
dive-bombed by birds and lost countless 
times. I wouldn’t change a thing and can 
only hope that, over the next two years, 
life continues to throw as many surprises 
at me. 

sTaTs:
Miles cycled: 22,500
Punctures: 85
Broken spokes: 14
New chains: 8
Countries visited: 36
Crashes: 12
Times thrown off Chinese Expressway: 6
Arrests by Chinese police: 2
Most miles in a day: 165
Top speed: 51mph
Highest temp.: 41C
Lowest temp.: -40C
Deserts crossed: 6
Longest without shower: 36 days
Most consecutive nights in tent: 61

 

Charlie Walker, 
40,000 miles, 4 years, 
via the Artic Circle.
ThE saddlE, asia

“ Picking endless 
blueberries in 
Newfoundland 
until our fingers 
were stained purple”
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ryan & lisa sEcrEsT 
www.changinggears.blogspot.com

charliE WalKEr 
www.somewhere.com

OPEN ENDED - Ryan Secrest and partner tackle a budding rapeseed field along the way.

CHARLIE & GEOFF - Mr. Walker and his bike have tales to tell. Over 85 of them involve punctures.
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Emily chaPPEll 
BrEaKing in hEr BrooKs

“Why?” is the question people most of-
ten ask when they find out I’m trying to 
cycle round the world. So you’d think 
that by now I’d have a good answer. But I 
don’t. I always hesitate, stutter a bit, and 
then spin them some rambling yarn of 
suppressed childhood ambitions, a need 
to challenge myself, a twisted delight in 
discomfort and hardship, and an insatia-
ble curiosity about the world, its roads 
and mountains and deserts and, perhaps 
most crucially, the people who live there.

But I think the real answer is simpler 
than all of that. Fundamentally, I just 
like riding my bike. It almost wouldn’t 
matter where I’m going and what I’m 
doing  –  as long as I’m on two wheels.

Before I set off to circumnavigate the 
globe I was a cycle courier in London. As 
soon as I strapped my radio to my bag, 
veteran couriers started warning me that 
I shouldn’t get too comfortable. Couri-
ering starts off as your dream job, but 
then sucks you in, gets you hooked, and 
becomes a bad habit you can’t give up. 
Many of them had spent over a decade 
trying unsuccessfully to escape from the 
industry.

So I always kept half an eye on the ex-
its. The trouble is, once you’ve got used 
to spending 10 hours a day, five days a 

week in the saddle, it’s difficult to find an 
alternative profession that will offer the 
same endorphins, adrenaline rushes and 
sense of constant exploration. I knew I’d 
ruined myself for office jobs once and for 
all. Cycling round the world seemed the 
only logical career progression.

And luckily it’s worked out marvel-
lously. For the past year and a bit I’ve 
been riding my bike. Also, incidentally, 
I’ve been travelling, writing, eating, tak-
ing photographs, meeting people, laugh-
ing, crying, suffering and triumphing and 
marvelling. But what holds it all together 
is the bicycle, and the simple, profound 
pleasure of soaring along the world’s 
highways and byways on two wheels.

I spent last winter shivering my 
way through the frigid and inhospita-
ble mountains of Eastern Turkey and 
Western Iran. This summer I conquered 
the 4,700m Khunjerab Pass between 
Pakistan and China, and then battled 
through the ferocious heat and head-
winds of the Taklamakan Desert. I fin-
ished off China by racing through over 
1,000 miles in ten days, to beat a visa 
deadline. 

And now here I am, riding into my 
second winter. I’ve already survived bliz-
zards, unploughed roads and waist-high 
snowdrifts in Japan, and North America 
promises even worse. I can hardly wait. 
As long as I’m on my bicycle, as long as 
I just keep going, and keep pedalling,  
I know I’ll be fine. 

London courier  
pedals heedlessly 
around the Globe.
ToKyo, jaPan

claUdE marThalEr, cyclonaUT & aUThor

Claude Marthaler was born in 1960 in 
Geneva, Switzerland and has spent over 
15 years of his life riding his bicycle across 
the planet. He began travelling by bicycle 
as a teenager, and his biggest achieve-
ment has been a 7-year-long world tour, 
122,000 km, 60 countries). His favourite 
regions are the Himalayas, the Indian 
subcontinent, the southern Republics of 
former Soviet Union and Bolivia.

Sharing and transmitting his experi-
ences and stories has been for him essen-
tial from the beginning, but even more so 
with time; riding and writing have been 
always linked in his life. Claude is the 
author of 6 books, some of them having 
been translated into German and Italian. 
His biggest wish would be to be translat-
ed into english. He collaborates regularly 
with the swiss dailypaper La Liberté and 
several bicycle magazines such as VeloVi-
sion in England.

During his trips, he always has been 
interested mainly in relating about peo-
ple’s lives abroad and bike culture related 
subjects, such as rickshaw drivers.

He has created 2 digital slide shows 
about his trips and presented them nu-

merous times throughout Switzerland 
and Europe to large public audiences at 
travel festivals, in schools, and for associ-
ations and enterprises.

The french filmaker François Al-
thabegoity is the author of « La Fin du 
Voyage », a 52-minute documentary pro-
duced by Point Du Jour relating the after 
effects  from Claude’s world tour and the 
“post-travel syndrome” he experienced. 
It has been broadcasted a few times by 
Radio Télévision Suisse and the French 
Channel Voyage and was awarded Best 
Film at the Cycling Touring Film Festival 
2010 held in Begur, Spain.

After years of long journeys, often 
solo, with no fixed schedule or itinerary, 
he now focuses on shorter trips or collec-

tive projects, focusing on specific themes.
In 2011, he rode solo for 6 months 

from North Cape to Istanbul zig-zagging 
the eastern frontier of Europe, travelling 
for once in his own continent to try to 
understand the central notion of “fron-
tier”. His next book, to come out by April 
2013, will be a mix between a bike trave-
logue, testimonies, geopolitics and recent 
history.

In December 2012, he was in Cairo 
with a filmmaker to shoot a 26-minute 
documentary about the men delivering 
the baladi bread by bicycle, by cycling 
with a plank carrying hundreds of loaves 
on their heads! This first film, shot with 
the financial help of over 100 crowd 
funders, will be the start of a series of 10 

subjects relating worldwide the use of the 
bike as a working tool.

From mid-January to end of April 
2013, Claude will be riding throughout 
Cuba to write a new travelogue.

He is member of warmshowers.org 
and often welcomes weary bike travellers 
in Geneva, his hometown and base camp.

For Claude, the bicycle is an emo-
tional seismograph, a link between peo-
ple, and a fabulous means of discovery. 
At over 50 years, his childhood passion 
merges today with his profession like the 
two wheels with his bicycle’s frame.

The Yakman’s 
continued adventures 
across Earth. 
gEnEva, sWiTZErland
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Emily chaPPEll 
http://thatemilychappell.com/

WWW.yaKsiTE.org

TAKING A BREAK - Emily Chappell takes advantage of less-travelled roads in Mongolia.

BALANCING ACT - One of Cairo’s ubiquitous bicycling breadmen, a job which Claude Marthaler shot a short film about when he visited Egypt last year.
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The Brooks Dashing Bicycle Show 
kicked off this past December in San 
Francisco, California with an evening 
party at host shop Huckleberry Bicycles. 
The show brings together a group of styl-
ish, functional and unique brands from 
all over the world to showcase the finest 
in travel, racing, urban and transporta-
tion cycling. Anchored by the full line of 
Brooks Legacy, Transit and Expedition 
lines of Cycle Bags, the show highlighted 
products from Japan to the Nordic coun-
tries and points in between. Hideto Su-
zuki’s PEdALED clothing line garnered 
considerable attention, while Bookman 
lights from Sweden provided a sleek, 
colorful addition to show. 

Tout Terrain of Germany provid-
ed a touring bicycle of superior quality, 
decked out with such high end compo-
nents as Chris King and Middleburn. 
Pelago of Finland provided an undenia-
bly chic Capri mixte in the untranslat-
able but incredibly romantic color Sin-
iheleä. Cooper’s addition to the show 
was classically-styled and handsome 
Championship 50 model, a celebration 
of the company’s racing history. Last, but 
certainly not least was the stunning, un-
mistakably Japanese all-chrome special 
edition Ventura mini bike from B_ant. 
Attendees to the 2013 Dashing Bicycle 
show events will have the chance to win 
one of these four bikes by entering a pho-
to of themselves and their dashing bike 
at brooksengland.com. 

Momentum Magazine, covering the 
entire series of Dashing Bicycle Show 
events in 2013, photographed the cos-
mopolitan crowd as they mingled and 
sipped their choice of three ambrosial 
cocktails provided by Hendrick’s Gin. 

Purveyors of the delightfully unusual cu-
cumber gin, Hendrick’s served a perfect 
cusp-of-winter trio including the ginger 
and elderflower infused Meadow Mule 
and the aptly name Peddling Punch with 
apple cinnamon tea, lemon and Snap 
ginger liqueur. 

The gathered crowd was a diverse 
mix of cycling connoisseurs and velo 
aficionados. Notably spotted among 
journalists, bloggers, indoctrinates in 
the Church of Rivendell, bike messen-
gers and the obligatory ten-Brooks-Sad-
dle owners, were the ever-fashionable 
ladies of San Francisco’s Pedal Savvy, 
representatives of everyone’s perennial 
pocket sized favorite and Brooks partner 
Brompton of London, and a lovely cou-
ple on their honeymoon away from their 
own bicycle shop in the UK. As befitting 
of such an event, most guests arrived by 
two-wheel transport and were greeted by 
the open arms and cordoned off param-
eters of the San Francisco Bicycle Coa-
lition volunteer bike parking team. The 

SFBC, one of the oldest bicycle advocacy 
organizations in the United States, went 
above and beyond their mission state-
ment of promoting the bicycle as every-
day transportation by graciously donat-
ing their time and resources to provide a 
safe and convenient place for the chosen 
steeds of the evening. 

The room was pleasantly lubricated 
as guest speaker Grant Petersen took to 
the microphone. The venerable industry 
veteran and steel frame luminary recent-
ly penned Just Ride: A Radically Practical 
Guide to Riding Your Bike, a how-to of 
sorts released in May of 2012 by Work-
man Publishing Company. Petersen re-
galed the audience with his version of 
the history of cycling as transportation 
in America. He may have been subtly 
referencing Bob Dylan as he held up 
cardboard cue cards as trivia to carry the 
audience on a journey from the seminal 
moment of Earth day 1970, when the 
idea of cycling for something other than 
sport was awoken in the consciousness of 

the American populace, through to the 
influence of Greg Lemond and racing 
culture on popular cycling and the rise of 
the mountain bike in the United States. 
Petersen brought the journey full circle 
as he insightfully extolled the virtues of 
becoming what he refers to as an “unrac-
er,” one who values cycling for, among 
other things, commuting, errands, and 
the pure joy of simply riding. 

As Petersen transitioned to chatting 
with guests and signing copies of Just 
Ride, the Huckleberry house DJ contin-
ued spinning a heterogeneous mix span-
ning Soul to Krautrock and touching on 
points as multifarious as Mogwai to The 
Supremes. A mellifluous mix befitting of 
the culturally divergent Bay Area cycling 
scene.

Look for future Dashing Bicycle Show 
events this year in Denver, Washington 
D.C., New York and Toronto.

The first episode 
of our US tour at 
Huckleberry Bicycles.
san Francisco, Usa

ThE dashing BicyclE shoW Usa

12 Bicycles

michaEl Firn 
www.brooksengland.com
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Pelago - Capri with Brick Lane 
Panniers and Hoxton Basket.

Tout Terrain - Grande Route  
with Full Travel Panniers Set.

CURTAIN RAISER - The opening night of our Dashing Bicycle Show at Huckleberry in San Francisco saw a packed, merry house of enthusiasts drool over the fine machinery we had assembled.
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ThE dashing BicyclE shoW Usa In 1933, our forefathers wrote: “A cheap 
saddle is the first component of a cheap 
machine to show its weakness.” That’s 
why Brooks is the choice of some of the 
world’s most demanding frame manufac-
turers. Each year in the Bugle, we like to 
mention a few.

When Technical Mastery sits down 
with Common Sense and a Good Eye, 
you get Rivendell Bicycle Works, which 
has been designing lugged steel frames 
since the early Nineties.  Rivendell also 
offers a wide variety of sensible things 

to wear on the bike, all of which can be 
seen at www.rivbike.com

For those outside of Germany, Patria 
may not yet be a household name, but 
they have been quietly building a large 
following thanks to their frame-building 
and ordering process that allows for cus-
tom modification of every frame for the 
perfect fit. Known for steel, innovative 
designs, and expert welding and finish-
ing, Patria is as solid a choice as one can 
make in bicycles today. www.patria.net

The Ibex, which is Latin for Billy 
Goat, reflects the swiss manufacture. 
Clever and Smart, Ibex makes prac-
tical and stylish bikes for urban use.   
www.myibex.ch

By combining design, comfort, and 
ease of use, the folks at Moustache are 
convinced that a quality e-bike can be 
a source of pleasure, whether it be for 

urban use, recreational rides, or athletic 
purposes. www.moustachebikes.com

Cooper Bikes from London have 
fast become a symbol for the modern, 
well-built bicycle with classic sensibili-
ties. The secret is in the details, which 
abound on anything coming out under 
the Cooper name. Specialising in styl-
ish city bikes, they have also added an 
11-speed tourer to the stable this year. 
www.cooperbikes.com

Cortina is a new name for the 
Dutch cycling market bringing togeth-
er sensible modern details and styling 
to traditional Dutch city bikes, adding 
style and new ideas back to the typ-
ically understated Dutch bike genre.   
www.cortinafietsen.nl

Our yearly round up 
of some of our finest 
bicycle partners.
london, UK

BiKEs oF disTincTion 2013 dr. alEX moUlTon 
1920-2012
The sad news from the Moulton Bicycle 
Company was announced in December 
2012 that inventor of the eponymous and 
well-loved bicycle, Dr. Alex Moulton, 
passed away peacefully at the age of 92.

Moulton was an expert designer and 
developer in several fields throughout 
his long career, but among cyclists he 
will be best remembered for the iconic 
two-wheelers which bore his name.

Most contemporary adult small 
wheeled separable bicycles owe a debt of 
gratitude to Dr. Moulton’s groundbreak-
ing F-shaped frame design, which was 
developed and first produced in the early 
1960s.

A case-study in fine engineering solu-
tions intelligently applied to real-world 
problems without forsaking aesthetic 
concerns, the Moulton bicycle has devo-
tees worldwide, and is rightly regarded as 
the nonpareil among bicycles of this type.

Brooks England has over the years 
enjoyed a close and cordial professional 
relationship with Dr. Moulton and the 
staff of Moulton Bicycles, and the com-
pany extends its deepest condolences to 
his family for their loss.
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crisTina WÜrdig 
www.brooksengland.com

dan FarrEll & crisTina WÜrdig 
www.moultonbicycles.co.uk

Rivendell - Sam Hillborne Ibex - Happy Worker Cooper - Championship 50

Patria - Dublin Moustache - Friday 26 9S Cortina - Performance Speed 
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Various traditional poetic forms, along 
with the English alphabet, and even the 
prosaic fact of our summer break have 
served as the framework for contest-
ants. Prizes have included various Spe-
cial Edition Brooks Saddles, but in truth 
everybody involved has been a winner 
somehow, whether in their capacity as 
participant or witness. The quality of our 
contest submissions typically runs the 
gamut of Illiterate, Bawdy and Unrhyth-
mic all the way through to Scanning, 
Grammatically Correct and Printable. 
Often the spelling is quite good, too.

With this in mind, feel free to join us 
on an even-handed, non-scathing round-
up of random samples from our Brooks 
Poetry Contest Comment Sections.

The Brooks Haiku Invitational was 
one of our earlier forays into artistic pa-
tronage on the Blog, and the worldwide 
response was both prompt and huge.

Three-lined moments of Saddle-Time 
captured (we hoped) within the con-
straints of a 5-7-5 syllabic metrical pat-
tern came a-clattering into the Boultbee 
Towers Inbox at a rate of knots, giving us 
barely a chance to explain that most of 
the entries had either too many, or too 
few syllables, or were not strictly captur-
ing “moments”. The sheer quality of ma-
terial received, however, relegated these 
minor quibbles to the back of our minds, 
as we set about trying to find a winner.

Brent Badeaux weighed in shortly af-
ter we raised the curtain, ticking all our 
requested Haiku boxes and throwing in a 
seasonal taste for good measure.

“Live oak acorns crushed
by tyres, my saddle is air
cushioning the blows.”
“Tyres” is of course just one sylla-

ble, but many competitors treated it as 
though it were two. Frequently we let 
this pass.

Ron Leach is now a regular fixture be-
low the line when we run poetry contests. 
He covered himself in glory on his first 
time out with this following pair, and the 
other three dozen he submitted weren’t 
bad either.

“Sun melts lethargy
under a blanket of snow,
ride onward to spring.
The road quivering,
or perhaps it is my heart
ecstasy on wheels.”
Note the glaring absence of any flat-

tering reference to our fine range of sad-
dles. We didn’t go too hard on this, in fact 
we didn’t even explicitly demand one. We 
had merely assumed that anybody with 
their eye on the prize would use the en-
tire arsenal of their charms, but Ron did 
finish on the podium.

Richard Kizu Blair wistfully and clev-
erly placed us in a moment thinking about 
another moment.

“No helmet felt good.
I was young, wind in my face
I had more hair then.”

This one from cyclocrosser Seamus 
Kelly is indicative of a sub-genre which 
blossomed in our entries box. It was hard 
to give said sub-genre a name, but its hai-
kus certainly involved Nature conspir-
ing against rider by turning oxygen into 
something pointy.

“Lungs gulp brittle air
Lower gears heavier tyres
The season begins.”
Of course, aside from stuff like “The 

Elements ganged up on me”, most self-re-
specting competitive cyclists tend to have 
a great technical excuse for when things 
don’t go as planned, and one can almost 
hear Seamus twistedly bemoaning his 
“lower gears” and “heavier tyres” in the 
aftermath of a lung-flaying spin through 
the muck. Magnifique.

Twells isn’t the following modest, 
light-under-bushel-hiding poet’s real name, 
but he attracted our attention anyway 
with an autumnal lung-freezer. Most other 
submissions tended to characterize bodily 
organs and limbs as “burning” or “afire” or 
“uncomfortably warm”, so his entry stood 
out from the rest of the Anatomical Pe-
loton.

“All around leaves fall
They crunch as I roll along
Cool air fills my lungs.”
As you can see, we were confronted 

with wall-to-wall Haiku excellence, but 
it was the prolific and well organized Ken 
Wolfe who in the end won most readers 
over. Ken had weighed in with a lot of 
good Haikus, and when we placed one of 
them along with four other entries on our 
Facebook page, his offering was the most 
well received. 

That most of his votes were the result 
of sound grassroots organization bodes 
well for Ken should he hang up his Cre-
ative Writing gloves and go for a career 
in politics.

“Steep, long, fast descent!
Dropping back behind my Brooks,
Nameplate before me.”
For his efforts Ken was rewarded with 

the title of 2011 Brooks Poet-In-Resi-
dence.

-----

So. Anybody can write a properly 
scanning and rhymed Limerick, right? 
Well that was what we thought when we 
blew the Starter’s Whistle for our Brooks 
Limerick Contest. It turned out Anwar 
Rahim would prove us wrong on over 
twenty separate occasions.

“It must be a gimmick
Just by writing a short Limerick
 You can win
 some Brooks bootie
That will turn your bike 
into a beauty
Despite having no artistic merit
I will get my entry in quick.”

When in Limerick Reading mode, the 
Brooks Literary Panel dislikes being taken 
suddenly out of its internal “da Da da da 
Da da da DAH” rhythm. Time and time 
again, Anwar brought us with him part 
of the way, then jarred our brains with 
a line that would have been better used 
as an opening paragraph for a volume of 
his memoirs. By the close of business his 
ear had improved, perhaps not quite to 
Final Cut standards, but improved none-
theless.

“Cycling is ever such fun
Steel, two wheels, 
on leather my bum
The joy of wind in one’s hair
World flying by and 
just not a care
Until a car screeches by, 
come come!”
In the main, though, it turned out 

that most people were in fact very adept 
at writing Limericks. We saw all the Big 
Themes artfully dealt with.

There was Unrequited Love from Mike:

“On a Brooks rides the girl of
my dreams;
But she doesn’t know, 
so it seems.
It drives me insane
But I don’t complain,
’Cause I play on her 
bike polo team.”

There was Free Love 
from David Epstein:

“Biking through pine woods
and spruce
Behind her trim little caboose
I shifted my gears
Midst huzzahs and cheers,
And her shiny 
Brooks saddle I goosed!”
(David is never far off when we issue 

the request for Fine Words.)
And there was Evangelical Saddle 

Love from Chris Anich:

“The comp’ny called Brooks
o’er in Smethwick
Makes a product for 
bikes quite specific.
From this one little town,
They get global renown,
‘Cause ev’ryone thinks 
they’re terrific!””
“ If you ride on a 
sensitive sit-upon
(Each mile a 
teeth-shattering grit-a-thon),
Then get ye astride
A Brooks-embossed hide!
Soon all other saddles 
you’ll spit upon!”
Chris, as you can probably see, is one of 

the more creative budding poets to grace 
our Comments Sections, and we put one of 
his entries into the final round.

Patrick Gill was another of many Bike 
Polo enthusiasts to flatteringly namecheck 
ours as Perch Of Choice on the Hard Court.

“The mallets were 
swinging in battle,
As announcers 
continued to prattle.
The competition was hot,
But my backside was not.
All thanks to my 
handmade Brooks saddle.”
While Ben Young calmed everything 

down a bit and put us in true Picnic Ride 
mood…

“In this world of synthetics
and plastic
Brooks Saddles 
seem iconoclastic
They’re traditional you see
Just like afternoon tea
Yet their performance is 
simply fantastic.”
The Literary Panel felt that Chuck 

Jones deserved an honourable mention 
for his humorous homage to the classic 
breaking-in period we associate with a 
leather saddle.

“Alas I must make 
my confession
On my Brooks I have 
caused great depression
It is not a monstrosity
But ischial tuberosity
Tis my bum that has 
made the impression.”

Since starting the Brooks Blog three years 
ago, we have run occasional contests of 
wordplay in the hope of teasing out the 
latent soulfulness and verbal dexterity of 
our readers. 
BrooKs Blog, UK

ThE BrooKs  
PoETry cornEr



But when we tallied the final votes, 
polo fiend Patrick Gill had won over a 
decidedly festive crowd of readers, with 
a Limerick celebrating his own name and 
the fact that we were announcing our 
winner on the 17th of March.

“I jokingly said, “It’s my day”
For, St. Patrick’s had 
come out to play.
They said, “Hey you fool,
It’s not in reference to you.”
But, I’ll ride to 
the pub anyway.”
------

We next decided to take our readers 
out of the Comfort Zone, and were prov-
en ultimately correct in our prediction 
that no individual would be sending doz-
ens of entries à la Ken or Anwar for our 
Brooks A to Z Brainathon.

“Atop burly cattle, delectable
external fillets.
Genius “hides” in jocular.
Kinda like mahogany
nauseating oneself?
“Points…”, quipped Rebecca,
“…surely, to underhand, vile
wood.” “Xylophobia!”, 
yelled Zara.”
The instructions were clear-
“Compose something of 26 words’ 

length. It can be a poem (doesn’t have to 
rhyme), a sentence, a series of sentences, 
anything at all. Punctuate, italicize and 
bracket as your heart desires. The only 
rule is, the first word of your composition 
should begin with the letter A, its second 
with the letter B, its third... you follow. 
Of course, that means we might in fact 
have 26 rules.

Wait a second, 27. The winner will 
also have somehow alluded to the maj-
esty of the world’s finest leather cycling 
saddles along the way.

Hold on, 28. A maximum of three 
Proper nouns.”

Pedal Monkey broke down his task 
ingeniously into 13 meaning-loaded cou-
plets.

“Adroit builder. 
Capriciously deviant. 
Entrenched furiously. 
Grateful hedonist. 
Illuminated juxtaposition.
Knowingly ludicrous.
Malapropistically nebulous. 
Orgasmic pedaler. 
Quantum revolutionary. 
Spiritually transparent. 
Unequivocably vegan.
Wanderlust xenodochy. 
Yosemite zapatos.”
Yes, quite. It seems one of the main 

challenges for entrants was not to trail 
off into the realm of the hallucinatory on 
the final stretch. Charming as the image 
of “xenophobic, yawning zucchinis” was, 
we were at pains to understand what Don 
Hatcher was actually getting at. But he 
had used too many proper nouns anyway. 
Other cryptic finishes included-

...Western xenophilia, yammering Zu-
leikas.

...weathered xenagogue, yet…zen.

...With xmas you’re zealful

...whilst xylophonically yodelling 
zingers!

And who’d have guessed how popular 
the Brooks Blog was with Classics schol-
ars? Xerxes, Xenophon and Xanthippe 
were all conspicuous, but the modern 
world of photocopying machines, medi-
cal diagnostic equipment and mood en-
hancing pharmaceuticals was also very 
well represented. “Veritable wheeled 

Xanax” was how one writer likened the 
experience of turning the cranks atop a 
Brooks.

Andy Smithson nearly got us hot 
and bothered with his combined nod to 
a Brooks Saddle’s durability and some 
rather tasteful, even compelling erotica.

“Algie’s Brooks, caressed 
daily, earlier Grandpa’s 
hairy inside jodphur leg must 
nocturnally often polish quiet 
rapid strokes turning under 
Violet’s widely yawning zip.”
When we had stopped panting we 

then regretfully noticed he had left out F, 
K and X. By the time he had changed it 
with a rewrite, the moment had passed...

Dan Taylor brashly mixed cryptic aph-
orism with bizarre decree.

“A builder can deliver
exceptional fois gras.
Hirsute irregular jowls know
lethargic men.
Numerous orthopedic 
perches quarrell.
Raw saddles transform 
universally.
Venerate weasels.
Xerox your zeal.”
He wasn’t the only entrant keen on 

the notion of Xeroxing one’s zeal, but 
how were we to interpret this command? 
Continually remind yourself of the stuff 
that moves you? Be repetitious in con-
versations about the signifance of your 
gear ratio? Though of course it’s possible 
our slang dictionary isn’t completely up to 
date, and that maybe Dan et al were sug-
gesting we all drunkenly make photocop-
ies of our “zeals”. Naughty naughty!

Cary De Bery had us gasping...

“A Brooks can do everything, 
from – Grandiose heights in ju-
nipered knolls, Lasting mounts 
(numerously on Pashleys),
Quenching racing’s superlatives 
– To undressing vixens, wantonly 
xeroxing yesterday’s zeal!”

While Ryan Rickerts had us vigor-
ously nodding our heads in agreement. 
Much of the time.

“All bicyclists concur 
decisively: England’s finest 
genuine hide idealists just 
kill laziness. Making not of 
perfection, quite realistically, 
saddles true under volume! 
Why xenophobes yearn 
zealously?”
Ken Prouse had a beauty for us:

“A bemused cyclist’s 
distressed extremities fried 
greatly ! Headline :-
INJURIOUS JEOPARDY !!
Kidderminster local man 
neatly overcomes posterior 
quandary. Remedy: Swift 
transformed underpants 
vexation. Wastefully x-rayed 
your zucchini”
...but was evidently as prone as the 

next man to 23-24-25-26 craziness.
In the end, though, it was word-ma-

gician and veteran of other Brooks con-
tests, Joss Benyon who got stuck in with 
a thoughtfully framed “letter” and found 
favour among those polled on Final Day.

“Another Brooks 
Competition, 
Disappointingly Elitist,
Favouring Generally 
High Intelligence.
Jaded Karma.
Like My Nice Opposing Prose?
Quietly Resenting, Stupidly 
Typing Unreadable Verse With 
Xerophthalmia.
Yours, Zoocytium.”
----

While Getting ready to wind things 
down on the Blog for a fortnight last 
summer, we mentioned we’d be using 
the downtime to metaphorically Proofide 
the old saddle.  Get some air back in the 
tyres, as it were. Switch out all the cables, 
so to speak.

Thus was born our Vacationary Eu-
phemism Contest. 

Steve suggested Riding on the tops.
Anonymous reckoned Granny gearin’.
But we liked Neil Warner’s the best - 

Chasing out the shell threads.
As to what he won, or whether we 

even informed him of his victory, we’d 
rather not say. If you’re reading this, Neil, 
get in touch. We have something leath-
ery, strappy and trousery sitting in an en-
velope with your name on it.
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garETh lEnnon 
blog.brooksengland.com

“No helmet felt good.
I was young

wind in my face
I had more hair then.”

Richard Kizu Blair
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As a long-term user and admirer of the 
iconic B17 saddle it was a pleasure and 
indeed a revelation to see them being 
made. While contemplating where the 
scope might lie for a new product range, I 
began to ponder if it was possible for the 
qualities of the B17 to be concentrated 
in another product. What, for instance, 
would a ‘B17 bag’ look like? Could a bag 
be made using the same highly efficient 
techniques of stamping, moulding and 
riveting used on the saddles?  Brooks’ 
three-dimensional moulding technique 
takes a flat piece of leather and in one 
magical step creates volume, structural 
strength and unique aesthetic qualities. 
If appropriately exploited and combined 
with minimal metal fixings this technique 
could eliminate the need for the stitched 
construction normally required for bags, 
while the structural qualities would offer 

enhanced protection of the contents. If 
successful this would bring bag produc-
tion on to the same production line as the 
saddles for the first time, fully exploiting 
the unique manufacturing capabilities 
and expertise of the Smethwick factory.

This exciting proposition was ex-
plored through a series of models from 
which a clam-shell solution evolved 
that only required one mould for each 
bag size, but a question remained as to 
whether leather of the thickness required 
would be compliant with the deep ver-
tical sides and compound curves in the 
design. Thankfully prototyping proved 
successful and further experimentation 
eventually led to the idea of the final and 
critical structural component: a carefully 
shaped and stamped out broad leather 
band that performs the multiple func-
tions of joining the two shells while al-

lowing them to articulate open, covering 
the ‘seamline’ and the gap at flap closure, 
while providing improved rigidity of the 
whole assembly.

From the outset it seemed natural to 
reference the geometry found in the B17, 
and the unusual format of the ‘standard’ 
bag is down to the outer dimensions also 
mimicking those of the saddle – a true 
homage to its inspiration and the starting 
point for the range. This shoulder bag can 
comfortably contain such everyday items 
as notebook or diary, a novel, iPhone, 
a compact camera, pens, keys, etc. The 
‘large’ bag – evocative of an early 20th 
century postal courier bag – retains all 
the same geometry but widens to a square 
format allowing an iPad or netbook to fit 
in easily alongside those everyday urban 
essentials, yet is still compact enough to 
comfortably nestle against the small of 

the user’s back when riding, while strap-
ping gives the option of quick and secure 
attachment to the bicycle frame. The 
‘small’ bag is the most versatile: its short-
er  height allows it to be attached behind 
the saddle, on the handlebars, or on a 
belt around the waist – as courier-style 
hip bag – and is ideal for a mini D-lock 
and tools. But it also works well as a com-
pact shoulder bag with unisex appeal.  
The range fills a gap between the existing 
new bags and the historical tool bags and 
brings a new – yet strangely familiar (!) 
– kind of moulded ruggedness to the col-
lection of Brooks Bags for cyclists.

iF ThE B17 Was a Bag...

Amos Field Reid 
thinking around  
the square.
london, UK

amos FiEld rEid 
www.amosfieldreid.com

My first collaboration with Brooks lead to 
the Pickwick backpack, launched in 2012. 
I had met Brooks through the company’s 
project with the Royal College of Art, 
where I’m a tutor on the Design Products 
course. It was a great opportunity to visit 
the Brooks Factory and to meet the people 
behind this fantastic company. Following 
the student project I pitched the idea of 
a smaller backpack that would appeal 
to men and women alike and that I felt 
was missing from the Brooks range of Cy-
cle Bags. I was very impressed with the 
“round table” culture and the construc-
tive team debates in which the product 
was developed. 

Following the Pickwick I am now work-
ing on a new luggage range for Brooks. 
I’m not sure what it will be called when 
it comes out, but my working title for the 
project is Brooks Next. Where the Pick-
wick very much sits in the existing range, 
this is more of a departure. The brand 
Brooks carries an incredible heritage, but 
it is not content with resting on its laurels, 
or rather, saddles. 

Brooks today is a forward-looking com-
pany that embraces the spirit of its found-
er J.B. Brooks. With this in mind we are 
looking at new, more technical materials 
that will give the best performance for our 
end users. 

As with all Brooks products the bags 
will be designed for cyclists first. Brooks 
have undertaken an extensive and in-
depth research in preparation for this pro-
ject. On this basis we have chosen the 6 
most relevant bag types for urban cyclists 
and bicycle commuters. All designs con-
sider how they’re worn on and off the bike. 
Visibility and water resistance are impor-
tant factors. And the designs will take 
into account all the essentials a cyclists 
will want to carry in addition to his cargo. 
I’m looking forward to the launch of the 
first bags later this year and I hope they 
will receive as positive a reception as the 
Pickwick.

EvEryday Bags concEPTs

André Klauser hard 
at work on our new 
luggage range.
london, UK

andrÉ KlaUsEr 
www.andreklauser.com



In almost 150 years, Brooks has manu-
factured nearly every type of saddle im-
aginable. Beginning as a workshop pro-
viding harnesses for horses, Brooks grew 
to offer a leather seating solution for the 
Penny Farthing, and blossomed to pro-
vide saddles and accessories for bicycles 
and motorcycles, as well as clothing, even 
luggage and  furniture, along the way be-
coming the largest saddle manufacturer 
in the world.

It may come as a surprise to some to 
learn that Brooks has used a variety of 
materials with which to construct their 

famous saddles. Not only cows, but also 
horses and even crocodiles have been 
used, but not only natural hides. 

However, since some time our focus 
on leather has been well known, as this 
material provides the ultimate in riding 
performance. But as any Brooks lover is 
aware, leather is not always perfect, and 
a saddle built from another material may 
be desired under certain conditions, nor-
mally at great expense to the comfort of 
the rider.

Apropos, we have spent no small 
amount of time and resources research-

ing both leather treatments and alter-
natives to leather in an effort to provide 
somewhat of “the best of both worlds” to 
our customers. We are proud to report 
the extraordinary results of our search.

We call it Cambium. It’s a new inter-
pretation of an old technology that com-
bines natural rubber with organic cotton 
to form a uniquely flexible top. Designed 
by Thomas Overthun (pictured left) and 
John Smith from design house IDEO, 
the new saddle maintains the iconic look 
and features of our famous Heritage Sad-
dles. The Cambium, like other Brooks 

Saddles, follows the rider’s movements 
in a natural way, offering the legendary 
Brooks “hammock” comfort, quality and 
performance with the ease of a modern 
saddle, i.e., waterproof, maintenance-free 
and ready to ride.  

The first Cambium Saddles will be 
introduced at the end of 2013 and will 
include a racing version, the C15, and 
two versatile models, the C17 and C17 S.
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camBiUm
a nEW gEnEraTion 
oF BrooKs 
saddlEs

a mUlTi-Tool WorThy  
oF ThE namE

A collaboration between Brooks, some of 
the world’s greatest cycle travellers, over 
700 members of the Brooks community 
who responded to a tool questionnaire, 
and designers Frank Hermansen and Carl 
Winefordner (founders of the renowned 
mountain bike brand crankbrothers - pic-
tured above), has produced the supreme 
multi-tool for cyclists and we are happy 
to offer Bugle readers a first glimpse of the 
the multi-tool that will be available at the 
end of 2013. 

Great ideas were never far to hand for 
John Boultbee Brooks, erstwhile found-
er and namesake of this great company.  
Hundreds of patents bear his name to 
this day, and among them,  Mr Brooks 
and his son filed patent N°7709 in 1909 
for improvements in adjustable spanners 
in the form of a rather clever and simple 
solution for those cyclists in need of box 
spanners in a variety of sizes. 

Last year we decided it was time for 

Brooks to come back with some new in-
novations in the world of cycle tools. As 
we explored the possibility to patent a 
new adjustable spanner, we also decided 
to develop a multi-tool.

This practical implement  includes a 
plentiful assortment of 21 tools including:

-7 allen keys / hex wrenches
-2 flat head screwdrivers 
-2 phillips screwdrivers 
-2 torx
-1 knife
Another 7 useful tools are included in 

the unique chain-breaker, which features 
4 spoke wrenches, the Brooks Saddle 
Spanner and a bottle opener.

Once again we take the chance to 
thank the hundreds of cyclists who took 
the long tool survey that helped us decide 
which tools to include in the design.

There isn’t a great 
many things it won’t do.
london, UK

Natural rubber and organic cotton: 
the new Brooks Cambium combines 
legendary Brooks comfort and longevity 
with the easy utility of a modern saddle.
london, UK

andrEa mEnEghElli 
www.brooksengland.com

BrEgan KoEnigsEKEr 
www.brooksengland.com
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nEW on-linE 
shoP & chaT

WorKEr oF ThE yEar

Phil Webb is enjoying his third period of 
employment with Brooks, during which 
time he has clocked up a total of 19 years 
service with the Company. His Brooks 
journey began in 1971 at the age of 16 
with a 3 month stint as a leather cutter/
blanker, before transferring to the frame 
assembly department to become a spot 
welder. His second appearance with us 
began in 1974 with a brief spell at our 
Bridge Street site as a Furnace Operator 
in the Handlebar, Stem and Carrier De-
partment, before moving back to Down-
ing Street to become a saddle frame 
assembler.  In 1979, he made another in-
ternal move to become a plastic injection 
moulding machine operator for the range 
of Brooks plastic and mattress saddles; a 
job that became redundant in 1983. Phil 
has now been back with us since 2004, 
working mainly in the Press Department.

Phil’s assortment of past duties has giv-
en him a wealth of experience and makes 
him a very versatile worker.  He can per-
form almost every operation in the press 
department, including those that require 
a high degree of strength (lifting heavy 
weights etc.). In addition, he is still on 
hand as a really fast and accurate frame 
welder and is also sometimes called upon 
to assemble saddle frames.  

Phil is one of those employees for 
whom it is easy to forget is actually here.  
He arrives at work promptly every day, 
knows exactly what he needs to do and 
simply gets on with it; quietly without 
making any fuss or bother.  

Does Phil have a Brooks nickname?  
Well, not so much these days, but in his 
past times with us, he was sometimes 
called either “Spider” (because of his 
surname), or “Scooby”, because of his 
reputation of rushing home after work 
to watch a certain children’s TV cartoon 
programme.

2012’s Most Valued 
Employee is Mr Philip 
Anthony Webb.
smEThWicK, UK

sTEvEn grEEn 
www.brooksengland.com

Visitors to www.brooksengland.com over 
the past few years may have noticed new 
features being added from time to time, 
and have hopefully already visited the 
Blog, Videos, Newsletter, or Magazine 
pages, or perhaps had a look around the 
Calendar or Stories sections, which are 
updated with content regularly. Then, 
about one year ago, we released the new 
look of the Brooks home page.

Now, the Brooks online shop too has 
received a makeover which we hope will 
help your buying decision to be made 
with confidence, escaping the need to 
contact us via one of our dreaded con-
tact forms.  Included now are larger 
product images, with more views, and 
even videos that help explain the func-

tion of some of our unique bags.
But, should you have a question or 

two regarding any of our products, we’re 
now only a click away.

Simply click on the chat tab at the 
bottom of the page and see if we’re on-
line.  If so, you will be speedily connected 
to one living, breathing, employee of the 
oldest saddle manufacturer in the busi-
ness. With so many saddles in the range, 
it can be dificult to decide what to choose, 
but some friendly advice from one of our 
experts should soon see you perched on 
the best Brooks for you. We can also offer 
advice on saddle care, maintenance, or in 
those rare cases - repair!

So be on the lookout for an active 
chat button and give us a shout, even if 
it is only to say hello.

Interactive help from 
real humans at 
your fingertips.
smEThWicK, UK

michEla raoss 
www.brooksengland.com

STUNNING INTERIORS - Seoul’s Le Velo gives over ample space to showcasing the Brooks range.YOU NAME IT - Welding, frame assembly, heavy lifting… Philip Webb has done it in his twenty years of service. 
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STUNNING INTERIORS - Seoul’s Le Velo gives over ample space to showcasing the Brooks range.

dEalEr oF ThE yEar
lE vElo, KorEa

The beginning of Le Velo was rath-
er unique when Andy Hong – CEO of 
UX (User-Experience) design agency 
‘INNOIZ Inc’ turned to the bicycle to 
explore new ways of developing design 
culture and experience. This became 
Le Velo, which now runs 3 stores in Ko-
rea, since their first store in Apgujeong 
opened in 2007.

The most unique feature of Le Velo is 
that it supplies all the elements related 
with bicycles and lifestyle, the first shop 
in Korea to focus on ‘European & Premi-
um’ brands that compliment each other, 
such as Brooks, Alex Moulton, CCP, De 
Marchi, and Condor Cycles, well-known 

for their professional team Rapha-Con-
dor-JLT. 

The customers who visit Le Velo al-
ways encounter a new feeling and ex-
perience. The Moulton picnic in Korea 
brought together followers and spirits of 
the brand, and through the ‘PEdALED’ 
launch show, they have introduced a new 
concept of fashion, bicycle and lifestyle.

You can feel the values of these brands  
when you step in the Le Velo stores. The 
entire space is like a showroom, meticu-
lously organized in contrast from the ste-
reotypical bicycle shop - which is often a 
jumble of bikes and parts.

Le Velo, in contrast,  has an uncon-
ventional atmosphere from many other 
bicycle stores. The first store in Apgu-
jeong – one of the most stylish area in 
Seoul – has a rustic and somewhat an-
tique feel with a cosy, café-like interior. 
The staff and bicycles in the main bar 
welcome customers and continue the 
ambience. The second store is modern 

and understated, with high-ceilings and 
a minimalist interior. The third in Busan, 
the second largest city in Korea, attracted 
much attention when it opened  in a de-
partment store, the first and the only bike 
store of its kind in Korea.

The message of Le Velo is culture, 
experience and happiness, introducing 
premium brands with valuable spirits and 
traditions for everyone to enjoy while 
broadening their horizons. Furthermore 
they hope to help people to contin-
ue to rediscover happiness and enjoy 
their lives.

It goes without saying that should you 
find yourself in this part of the world, you 
could head over to one of Le Velo loca-
tions. Their beautifully designed website 
is also well worth checking out, even if 
you don’t speak so much Korean.

Bringing two-wheeled 
British style to Seoul 
and Busan.
sEoUl, KorEa

maTThEW sang hyUP Kim & gianmarco mioni 
www.levelo.co.kr MEMORY LANE - Le Velo is well stocked with Brooks Special Edition commemorative saddles.




